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Abstract

In this paper, we analyze the effect of factors such as oil prices, labor costs, currency exchange

rates, and trade barriers in the performance of a global supply chain (or supply network) composed

by factories, postponement centers and distribution centers. we proposed a model to describe a real

case in the electronic industry as a mixed integer programming problem (MIP), and developed different

scenarios to provide insights on how the optimal network would behave. The optimal networks are seen

to be strongly related to local demand, and also to the right balance between high labor intensity and

low labor intensity facilities.

1 Introduction

The performance of global supply chains is heavily impacted by changes within the macro economy:

fluctuations in factors such as oil price, labor cost and currency exchange rates, can lead to advantages

and disadvantages within a company that operates globally. Therefore, building optimal and robust supply

networks is critical for a company to remain competitive in this environment.

The questions we ask in this paper are the same questions faced by managers, in the operations field,
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when developing global supply chain strategies: what are the impacts of changes in the macro economic

environment for the optimal location of facilities around the globe? Which factors are likely to cause the

biggest impact and should be closely monitored and managed? How current supply chain strategies will

succeed under different circumstances? Which one is more robust?

The Supply Chain Design problem, also found in the referred literature as Supply Network Design

problem, has been explored by many authors to date. According to Kouvelis et al(2005), Supply Chain Design

involves strategic decision regarding where to locate facilities, how to assign capacities, how to choose and

develop suppliers and distribution channels; according to Meixell et al (2005), the specific class of problem

dealing with global supply network design, is a special class and distinct from general or domestic supply

chain design models, mainly due to the differences in cost structure and the complications of international

logistics; one of the main aspects this paper aims to explore.

Yet according to Meixell et all (2005),in many cases, The optimal network configuration can be solved

by a deterministic linear programming, like the model developed by Wilhelm et al (2005), where factors like

transfer price, duties and corporate tariffs were applied to model the supply chain under the NAFTA. In

other cases, where the model attempts to describe the reality in more detail, the solution is not easily found,

like the model described by Hodder and Dincer (1986) that described sales prices of products and the fixed

costs at plants as random variables, originating a mixed integer quadratic programming model, which could

only be solved for problems with reasonable size using approximation procedures.

Another example is found at Goetschalckx et al (2002), where constraints on tariffs originated non-linear

models that had to be solved with heuristics. Taxes and duties, exchange rates fluctuation, specific quotas

and subsidies are found in works like Hodder and Dincer(1986), Cohen et al (1989) addressed financial

considerations as transfer prices, exchange rates and overhead allocations, Arntzen et al (1995) included

lead times, duty drawback and duty relief when modeling the global supply chain for Digital Corporation,

Wilhelm et al (2005) in addition to tariffs and duties, included also constraints local content requirements

for manufacturers to produce locally.

Rather than focusing on the solution itself, the purpose of this paper is to build a model to explore

how a global network, built for a specific industry, will behave under different scenarios and under different

strategies that managers can choose.
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2 Problem Description and Modeling Assumptions

The problem studied in this paper, is faced by a electronic manufacturer, that operates in all continents,

and consists of determining where to locate the facilities in different regions of the globe to minimize the

total cost. The supply chain is composed by three stages of facilities: factories (FAC), postponement

centers (PPC) and distribution centers(DC). factories are responsible for transforming raw materials or pre-

assembled components in standard bulk products, PPCs are responsible for transforming the bulk products in

final packed products, configured for a specific country or region (PPCs are low intensity facilities compared to

Factories); and DCs consolidate inventory and provide hub-and-spoke capabilities. The location of suppliers

and customer facilities are out of the scope, as depicted in Figure 1. We selected 9 sourcing regions and 9

destination regions, based on the main markets the company operates.

The problem can be defined as a multi-stage, multi-product network optimization problem, and we

modeled as a mixed integer programming (MIP), the decision variables are the location and flow between

the three stages of facilities; the optimal network was given by the configuration that minimizes the total

cost composed by: material and labor cost, transportation cost, inventory cost, duties, fixed cost to operate

a facility, and, the exchange rate adjustment. Figure 2 depicts the standard configuration for the supply

chain studied: The configuration, however, can change according to the strategy chosen, what can be, for

instance, eliminating postponement centers and shipping directly from factory to DCs, what is similiar,

for the purpose of modeling, to co-locate Factories and PPCs (Figure 3 depicts the so called Low Touch

Strategy). The results and recommendations further in this paper are analyzed for these distincts strategies.

In our model, we focused on two representative products (Product 1 is a low end home appliance, Product

2, a medium end equipment for small business) the intent was to capture insights that can be applied to all

products. We included also transportation time, with the purpose of reflecting the response time for a given

network, similar to Arntzen et al (1995), however, we did it as a constraint, rather than in the objective

function, mainly because we believe this approach to be more close to the decision making process used by

supply chain managers.

We applied deterministic optimization rather than stochastic, because the purpose of the study is to

provide insights based on the differences between macro scenarios, rather than on small changes or variability;

nevertheless, some relevant effects caused by demand variability (e.g. safety stock required due to demand

and lead time variability given a specific service level) were included as parameters, using deterministic

approximations. The different instances of the model were solved using a Excel model with a add-in Solver

Premium developed by Frontline Systems.
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3 Mathematical Formulation

Min
∑

i⊆I

∑
j⊆J [φiδij(cmfi + clfi) + (cffij + cifij ]Xij +

∑
j⊆J

∑
k⊆K [φjδjk(cmpj + clpj) + (cfpjk + cipjk]Yjk +

∑
i⊆I φifcfiZi +

∑
j⊆J φjfcpjWj

Subject to:

1)
∑

Yjk >= Dk

2)
∑

i

∑
j Xij >=

∑
k Dk

3)
∑

i Xij <= CAPFiYi

4)
∑

j Yjk <= CAPPjWj

5)
∑

i Xij −
∑

j Yjk = 0

6)
∑

i

∑
j LTij(Xij + Yij)/

∑
i

∑
j Yij

Zi, Wi = binary,∀i
Xij , Yij >= 0,∀i, j
Where:

i ∈ I=factories, j ∈ J=postponement centers, k ∈ K=distribution centers

cmfi=material cost at factory i

clfi=labor cost at factory i

cffij=freight cost from factory i to postponement center j

δij=duties percentage from location i to j

cmpj=material cost at postponement center j

clpj=labor cost at postponement center j

cfpjk=freight cost from postponement center j to distribution center k

cifij= inventory holding cost due to decision of shipping from factory I to postponement center j

cipjk=inventory holding cost due decision of shipping from postponement center j to distribution center k

inventory holding cost=[(Cycle + Safety + Pipeline) ∗ productcost ∗ 15%)]÷ totalunitssoldperyear

given: standard deviation of demand=30%, service level=95%

fcfi=fixed cost for factory i

fcpj=fixed cost for postponement center j

Dk=demand at location k

φi=exchange rate for location i: local currency 1 USD dollar

LTij=lead time to ship from location i to location j
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Lj=maximal lead time for location j

CAPFi=capacity factory i

CAPPj=capacity postponement j

Decision variables:

Xij =quantity shipped from factory i to product completion center j

Yjk=quantity shipped from product completion center j to distribution center k

Zi =1 if factory i is open, 0 otherwise

Wj =1 if postponement center j is open, 0 otherwise

The meaning of each set of constraints can be described as following:

1) All demand at each Distribution Center has to be met by product flowing from PPCs.

2)Total Demand has to be met by total production at Factories.

3)Production at Factories are limited to capacity if the facility is open (represented by the binary variables

Zi).

4)Production at PPCs are limited to capacity if the facility is open (represented by the binary variables Wi).

5)Flow at PPCs must be balanced, no inventory is left.

6)Average lead time considering Factories and PPCs has to be lower than the limit established. In many

scenarios this constraint is relaxed.

Model Assumptions and limitations

Considering the purpose of this study was to give insights to managers in the long term, some simplifi-

cations were done, those simplifications do not impact the final results, but are worth to mention:

Setup costs were not considering, what means there is no costs associated to open or close factory or a

postponement center, what is based on the fact that in the long term these costs are less relevant. The costs

for inland transportation within regions were considered embedded in the transportation rates from carriers

(rates are given provided on door to door basis) the assumption here was that the different impact of oil

prices in ocean and land transportation is negligible. Production costs were considered to be composed by

material and labor, some other costs like energy were not included in the mode because they represent a

very small portion of the total costs for a printer manufacturer. Capacities at the Factories and PCCs were

considered to be infinite, and no constraints were included to prevent 100 sourcing for only one Country for

instance, what indeed is an issue when modeling the entire production for a firm.
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Table 1: Scenarios Results

Scenario FAC Locations PPC Locations Total Cost Avg Lead Time

Base Case optimized Vi ,Th ,Ch Th, Ch, Br, Mx USD 123M 6.8 weeks
Increase labor in China Vi, Th Th, Ch, Br, Mx USD 123M 7.2 weeks
Increase labor in Asia Vi, Th, Ch, Mx Th, Ch, Br, Mx USD 138M 6.6 weeks
App. exchange rate Mexico Vi, Th, Ch Th, Ch, Br USD 123M 6.8 weeks
Lead Time constraint Vi, Th, Ch, Mx Th, Ch, Br, Mx USD 131M 6.0 weeks
Lead Time + East.Europe Vi, Th, Ch, Rom Th, Ch, Br, Mx, Rom USD 131M 6.0 weeks

4 Results and Recommendations

We list below some of the several scenarios we ran to explore the changes in the network, in table 1, we

summarize the results of selected scenarios that provided very useful insights, and in figure 4, we present the

detailed results for the scenario where labor cost in Asia is increased; finally, figure 5 depicts the changes in

the optimal location of facilities in the regions, according to a wide range of oil prices.

Scenarios

•Increase labor in China by 100%

•Increase labor in Asia by 200%

•Appreciation Exchange rate in Mexico

•Increase in Oil Prices

•Lead Time Constraint

•Lead Time Constrain + Eastern Europe

•Lead Time Sensibility

•Duties increase by 10% all locations

•Increase Exchange rate all Latin America

Insights related to Sourcing Locations

Based on the results of the selected scenarios, we can note that China remains competitive as a low cost

Country, in many scenarios, it might loose part of its production targeting exports, however, due to a strong

domestic demand, the production level in China will remain relevant (see figures 4 and 5).

Thailand is the most competitive sourcing point in most scenarios, mainly because a competitive produc-

tion and postponement costs in many scenarios, Thailand works as a production and postponement center

for Europe and US. The only scenarios where Thailand lost most of the production were related to new
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sources in Eastern Europe, which could become the main global sourcing in many different circumstances

(figure 5 describes the shift in production between regions as oil prices and transportation costs increase).

Vietnam is competitive in the current state, but in most scenarios, it looses to Thailand or Eastern

Europe like when the oil price increases, the main reason is that the low intensity labor activities are not as

competitive as other locations.

Mexico and Brazil: In many scenarios, where transportation costs, labor or exchange rates changes, those

two locations become producers to attend their domestic and regional markets, however, only in one scenario

with an increase in transportation costs as high as 500%, Mexico would become global sourcing point, serving

other regions, otherwise no scenario indicates that this locations can become global sourcing points.

Eastern Europe: Arises as a potential regional and global source, based on the assumption that material

cost will be at the same level as Asia and labor costs slightly higher, and mainly when lead time constraint

are in place, the strategic location and the technological advantage are the mean reasons for this behavior.

US and Germany will still keep postponement centers in many scenarios, Germany also host factories

in scenarios where lead time is constrained and when duties are increased, even though Germany is a high

cost country if measure by wages and benefits, because the high productivity level and automation, the cost

of labor per unit is not as high as expected, finally, regarding US, none of the scenarios indicated that new

factories would be opened in US, mainly because of high labor costs and also because Mexico can become a

cheap source located nearby.
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Insights related to Supply Chain Strategies

As described in section 3, different strategies has been applied to date by the company studied in this

paper, to face the challenges of changing customer behaviors, technology evolution and cost competitiveness

in different regions of the globe, the purpose of running scenarios with relaxed lead time, for example, was

to simulate aspects of a strategy focused on the efficiency supply chain, mainly focused on supply chain

costs and inventory level. On the other hand, the purpose of scenarios where the problem was constrained

by lead time requirements was to provide a more realistic model for those products where a high degree of

uncertainty is commonplace. It is worth to analyze the results under three main strategies: postponement,

low touch and flexibility.

Postponement

The strategy of postponing the final production to locations closer to the final demand continue to be

a strong option in all scenarios, for Countries where the gap in labor and material costs with Asia are not

very high, like Latin America, for example, the postponement centers are a robust strategy and remain

sustainable in most scenarios. Postponement also performed well under different scenarios for product 2

because the high inventory cost for each unit of this product.

Low Touch

As mentioned earlier, the low touch strategy is the opposite of postponement, and consists of producing

and customizing the printers at the same location, shipping the final product from the factories direct to

the distribution centers. This strategy performs well when there are few product varieties, what in some

cases is possible, though for some scenarios we do can expect an increasing product variety.In our model, the

low touch approach was successful to US and Europe mainly for product1, in all Scenarios US was supplied

direct from Asian suppliers, or in the stressing scenarios when transportation costs were extremely high, US

was supplied from the plant in Mexico, Europe only leaves the low touch model when the constrained lead

time is imposed.

Flexibility and Real Options

One result that was counterintuitive, was the fact that product 2, which was claiming more responsiveness

due to high demand uncertainty and higher margins, was the one with longer lead time, and less sensitivity to

changes in macro factors, mainly because the material costs were a big portion of total cost and suppliers in

Asia had a huge advantage in this cost component. In this case, the model gives a very valuable information

on how much would cost to claim more responsiveness for this product:

Reducing lead time for product 2 by one week would cost around USD 8M per year and reducing the
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lead time by 3 weeks would cost USD 15M for a single product; the insight here is that even though there

is a clear need of quick response to uncertain demand, the best strategy is not to move production closer

to demand, rather, supply chain managers should use mechanisms to create flexibility without changing the

core network.

Mechanisms like real options, where the company could buy from suppliers the option to use capacity

when demand occur, would work well for this case; contract flexibility also could be used with suppliers

already in place, paying a premium price for units above certain threshold.

We suggest that further research could be done to include a demand with stochastic behavior or a elastic

demand coupled with price as decision variable, what would require a profit optimization objective, rather

the cost reduction. We can also model mechanisms that managers can use to deal with uncertainty, like

real options, to understand how the network would change when facing the same scenarios explored in this

paper.
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